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Js append object to formdata

How can I convert my JS facility into FormData? The reason I want to do this is because I have an object that I built out of the No.100 field values. var item No description: Some item, price : '0.00', srate : '0.00', color : 'red', ... Now I am asked to add the functionality of the download file to my form, which of course is not possible through JSON, and so I plan to move to FormData.
So is there a way that I can convert my JS object into FormData? FormData allows you to compile a set of pairs of keys/values to send using XMLHttpRequest. It is primarily intended for use when submitting form data, but can be used independently of forms to transmit key data. Transfer data in the same format as the method of sending a form to send data if the form coding type
is configured to multi-part/form data. By creating a FormData object from scratch, you can build the FormData object yourself by instantly attracting fields to it, calling it an application () method like this: var formData and the new FormData (); formData.append formData.append (accountnum, 123456); Number 123456 is immediately converted to line 123456 / Writing html file
selected by user formData.append (userfile, fileInputElement.files); JavaScript file-like object var content 'zlt'a id'a'lt;b id'b'gt;hey!'lt'lt;'lt'lt;' The body of the new file... var blob - new Blob (content), type: text/xml;; formData.append var query - new XMLHttpRequest (); request. open request.send Note: Userfile fields and webmasterfile contain a file. The number assigned to the field
accountnum is immediately converted to a line by FormData.append (the value of the field can be Blob, File, or line: if the value is neither Blob nor File, the value is converted to a string). This example creates a FormData instance that contains values for fields named username, accountnum, userfile, and webmasterfile, and then uses the XMLHttpRequest method to send form
data. The webmaster field is blob. A Blob object is an object similar to a file of unchangeable raw data. Blobs represent data that is not necessarily in JavaScript's native format. The file interface is based on Blob, inheriting the functionality of the drop and expanding it to support files in the user's system. In order to build a Blob you can call the Blob () designer. Remove FormData
from the HTML form to build a FormData object that contains data from the existing form, specify this form element when creating a FormData object: Note: FormData will only use input fields that use the name attribute. var formData - new forms (someFormElement); For example: var formElement - (форма); var запрос - новый XMLHttpRequest(); &lt;/form&gt; &lt;/form&gt;
submitform.php); request.send You can also give more data to FormData between extracting it from the form and sending it like this: var formElement - document.querySelector (form); var formData - new FormData (formElement); var query - new XMLHttpRequest (); request.open formData.append request.send This allows you to increase the form data before you send it to
include additional information that may not necessarily be edited by the user. You can also send files using FormData using FormData. Simply turn on the type file element in your zlt'gt; form enctype/form-data method'post-name'fileinfo'gt; input type/email autocomplete'on autofocus' name'userid placeholder' email required size'32 maxlength' The label file for the stash: : var forms
no document.forms.namedItem (fileinfo); form.addEventListener ('submit', function (ev) - var oOutput - document.querySelector (div), oData - new FormData (form); oData.append (CustomField, This is some additional data); var oReq - new XMLHttpRequest (); oReq.open (POST, stash.php, true); oReq.onload - function (oEvent) - if (oReq.status - 200) - oOutput.innerHTML -
Uploaded!; oReq.send (oData); ev.preventDefault(); The question is false); Note: If you change your mind about the form reference, the query method listed in the form will be used by the method specified in the open call. You can also inject a file or Blob directly to a FormData object like this: data.append (myfile, myBlob, filename.txt); When you use the application method, you
can use the third additional option to transfer the file name to the Content-Disposition header that is sent to the server. When the file name is not specified (or the option is not supported), the name blob is used. Using the formdata event later than formData is a formdata event - it is installed on HTMLFormElement after a list of inputs representing these forms has been built. This
occurs when the form is presented, but can also be triggered by a FormData call.) This allows you to quickly get the FormData object in response to shooting event formdata rather than put it together. This is usually used, as shown in the zlt;/form our simple formdata demo - in JavaScript we refer to a form: const formElem and document.querySelector ('form'); In our event
handler, we use preventDefault, to stop the view of the default form, and then call the FormData constructor to trigger the form event: formElem.addEventListener ('submit', (e) q q) on the form view, prevent the default e.preventDefault (); / build the FormData object that launches the event formdata new FormData When the formdata event burns down, we can access the
formdata event with the help of FormData and then do what we like with it (below we'll rot it to the server using XMLHttpRequest). formElem.addEventListener ('formdata', e) - console.log ('formdata fired';); / Get these forms from the event object, let the data e.formData; for (var value of data.values()- console.log (cost); / send data via XHR let the request - the new
XMLHttpRequest (); request.open (POST). Note: Event formdata and FormDataEvent are available in Chrome from version 77 (and other equivalent Chromiums) and Firefox 72 (first available for dom.formdata.event.enabled pref in Firefox 71). how to serialize and send a form through AJAX without using FormData objects, please read this paragraph. See also the use of the
XMLHttpRequest HTMLFormElement Blob Typed Arrays App () FormData interface method adds a new value to the existing key inside the FormData object, or adds a key if it doesn't already exist. The difference between FormData.set and the application is that if the key already exists, FormData.set will overwork all existing values with the new one, while the application will nail
the new value by the end of the existing set of values. Note: This method is available on Web Workers. Syntax There are two versions of this method: two- and three version options: formData.append (name, value); formData.append The settings are the name of the field, the data of which is contained in the value. the value of the field. This can be USVString or Blob (including
subclasses such as File). If none of them are specified, the value is converted into a string. The file name is optional File Name is communicated to the server (USVString) when Blob or File is transferred as a second option. The default file name for Blob objects is blob. The default file name for file objects is the file name. Note: If you specify Blob as data for the application to the
FormData object, the file name that will be reported to the server in the Content Disposition header will vary from browser to browser. Brings back the Void. Example Next line creates an empty FormData object: var formData - new FormData (); Currently empty you can add key / Couple to this with FormData.append: formData.append ('username', 'Chris'); 'Chris');
myFileInput.files, 'chris.jpg'); As with conventional form data, you can claim multiple values with the same name. For example (and is compatible with PHP naming conventions, adding to the title: formData.append ('userpic', myFileInput.files, 'chris1.jpg'); formData.append ('userpic', myFileInput.files, 'chris2.jpg')); This method simplifies the processing of multifay downloads
because the resulting data structure is more favorable to the loop. formData.append (name, John); formData.getAll (name); True, 74, John Specs Browser Compatibility Update On Compatibility Data GitHubDesktopMobileChromeEdgeFirefoxInternet ExplorerOperaSafariAndroid webviewChrome for AndroidFirefoxOpera for AndroidOpera for AndroidOpeari on i OSSamsung
InternetappendChrome Full support 7Edge Full support 12Fire. indication of Blob as data for the application to the object, the file name registered in the title Content-Disposition HTTP, was an empty line that led to errors on some servers. IE Full support 10 Full support 10Notes with Turn Local Directory pass when downloading files to the server option included, IE will change the
name of the file inside the Blob on the fly. To have direct control over the file name sent, the developer must send the file name as the third value of the parameter, i.e. formData.append (name, value, file name). Opera Full support 12Safari Full support 5WebView Android Full support 3 Full support 3Notes XHR in Android 4.0 sends empty content to FormData with a drop.
Chrome Android Full support 18Firefox Android Full support 4 Full support 4Notes To Firefox 7, pointing out Blob as data to nail to the object, the name of the file reported in the content of the http title disposition was an empty line, causing errors on some servers. Starting with Firefox 7, the file's name drops sent. Opera Android Full Support 12Safari iOS Full support 5Samsung
Internet Android Full support 1.0append with filenameChrome Full support YesEdge Full support 12Firefox Full support 22IE Full support YesOpera? Safari Full support 9WebView Android Full support YesChrome Android Full support YesFirefox Android Full support 22Opera Android? Safari iOS Full support 9Samsung Internet Android Full support Yes Full Support Full Support
Full Support Compatibility Unknown Compatibility unknownSee implementation notes. See the implementation notes. See also XMLHTTPRequest with XMLHttpRequest using FormData
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